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ABOUT THE GALLERY

FOREWORD

National Gallery Singapore is a visual arts institution which oversees the
largest public collection of modern art in Singapore and Southeast Asia.
Situated in the heart of the Civic District, the Gallery is housed in City Hall and
the adjacent former Supreme Court building—two important heritage buildings
symbolic of Singapore’s nationhood.
Dedicated to collaborative research and education, the Gallery highlights the
importance of Southeast Asian art in a global context. The Gallery is a leading
civic and cultural destination that positions Singapore as a regional and
international hub for the visual arts through its outstanding exhibitions and
innovative programmes.

Do you recall a time when the arts moved you, stoked your
curiosity, or changed your perspective? At National Gallery
Singapore, we aim to create these experiences for our
visitors every day.
Development Partner:

Drawing on a rich public collection of art from Singapore
and Southeast Asia, we seek to inspire visitors from all
over the world through our innovative exhibitions and
programmes. Your support plays a key role in realising this
mission—it empowers us to build creative learning spaces
for community development, pass on shared heritage and
knowledge to diverse audiences, and transforms the role
that museums play in our societies.
In short, your donations form the building blocks for
Singapore and Southeast Asia’s future in visual arts.
We, and the generations to come, thank you for it.

Founding Partners:

Partner:

Innovation Partner:

Chong Siak Ching
Chief Executive Officer

Supported by:

Eugene Tan
Director

National Gallery Singapore
1 St Andrew’s Road #01–01
Singapore 178957
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MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

A R T A D O P T I O N A N D AC Q U I S I T I O N

PAT R O N S ’ P R O G R A M M E

The Gallery offers the opportunity to adopt works of historical and artistic
significance in our permanent galleries. Art Adopters will be acknowledged
alongside their adopted work in perpetuity.

The Patrons’ Programme offers a year-long calendar of networking and
behind-the-scenes access for the Gallery’s community of like-minded
individuals and corporations who believe that fine art can have a profound
impact on people from all walks of life.

These funds go towards strengthening our collection through the
acquisition of new artworks. Alternatively, you may choose to support the
Gallery by contributing to our Art Acquisition Fund.

Arts and culture can help us to grow as a
people. The Gallery offers a tremendous
sense of place and a wide variety of
high-quality educational opportunities for
people of all ages.
Your gift will be an important catalyst in
helping us become a museum of the
people, for the people. To inspire, to
surprise and to stimulate through world
class exhibitions.

The host of exclusive activities include curator-led art tours, talks and
art-themed networking sessions. Patrons are automatically enrolled in our
membership programme and acknowledged on our Donor Wall. The
donation is renewable annually.

Scan to view options
PAT R O N S AC C E S S

NAMING OPPORTUNITY
The Gallery celebrates landmark gifts by naming spaces after our most
significant donors. The work that we are doing would not be possible
without the support of generous benefactors, and this is our way of
expressing our gratitude.

FRIEND

BENEFACTOR

ASSOCIATE

$2,000

$5,000

$10,000

CONTACT US

Privileges include:
• Unlimited entry to all exhibitions for you and your family
• Invitations to exhibition previews and opening receptions
• Invitation to an annual donor appreciation event
• Reserved spaces for a variety of programmes and talks at the Gallery

Georgette Chen.
Self-Portrait. c. 1946.
Oil on canvas. 22.5 × 17.5 cm.
Gift of Lee Foundation.
Collection of National Gallery Singapore.

Scan to become a Patron

SPONSORSHIP
The Gallery offers exhibition and programme sponsors (including in-kind)
hospitality spaces for corporate events to engage employees, clients and
the wider public. We are happy to tailor a package to your company’s
specific needs.

COLLECTOR ’S
CIRCLE

GALLERY ’S
CIRCLE

CHAIRMAN’S
CIRCLE

$25,000

$50,000

$100,000

Enjoy all the privileges of a Friend/Benefactor/Associate as well as:
A GIFT OF ART
The Gallery accepts donations of art that enrich our collection.
Donations are crucial to our mission to present Singapore and Southeast
Asian modern art for generations to come. All proposed donations will be
given careful consideration and must be endorsed by the Gallery’s
Acquisition Committee.
We accept artworks that are aligned with the Gallery’s acquisition policy
and collection strategy.

• Invitations to dinners with leading collectors, curators, artists and cultural
luminaries
• Invitations to private guided tours of our exhibitions
• Limited-edition exhibition catalogues
• VIP access to selected international art fairs
• Opportunities to book exclusive event spaces at the Gallery
• Invitations to international trips providing unparalleled access to acclaimed
artists, high-profile collectors and art experts around the world

For full details, please visit www.nationalgallery.sg/support

All gifts made through the above avenues are eligible for tax deductions in accordance to IRAS guidelines.

All gifts made through the above avenues are eligible for tax deductions in accordance with IRAS guidelines.

Art Adoption and Patrons’ Programme
Patrons@nationalgallery.sg
Sponsorship and Naming Opportunities
Supportus@nationalgallery.sg
A Gift of Art
Collections@nationalgallery.sg or 6271 7000
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